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Upcoming Ag Shows
January 9-10: Northern Illinois Farm Show – DeKalb, IL
The only farm show serving Northern Illinois producers, last year’s event at the Northern Illinois University Convocation Center
featured over 270 exhibits and numerous seminars. More than 7,000 people attended the 2007 show.
January 22-24: Potato Conference and Ag Expo – Pocatello, ID
The 40th annual Potato Conference and the 29th Ag Expo will again be held at Idaho State University, in Pocatello, ID.
January 23-24: Midwest Ag Expo – Gifford, IL
Managed by Midwest Equipment Dealers Association (MEDA), formed in 1991 by the merger of the Illinois Retail Farm Equipment Association (founded in 1899) and the Wisconsin Farm Equipment Association (founded in 1906). MEDA’s mission is to
promote the farm, industrial, outdoor power equipment, dairy and farmstead mechanization industry and to provide services that
will assist Association members in becoming more profitable and better equipped to operate in today’s business environment.
January 25-27: Power Show Ohio – Ohio Expo Center, Columbus, OH
New agricultural, construction, and outdoor power equipment from more than 600 companies, and featuring a full schedule of
educational seminars all three days. Four buildings connected by tented walkways total more than 300,000 square feet under
roofs.
February 5-7: Spokane Ag Expo – Spokane Convention Center Complex, Spokane, WA
The largest machinery show in the Inland Northwest, and it’s all under one roof in the recently completed Spokane Convention
Center Complex with over 126,000 square feet of exhibit space. Spokane Ag Expo provides the best possible marketing showcase for exhibitors of agricultural equipment and related products to the farmer, rancher and producer customer. The 2008
event has been expanded to also target country homeowners, landowners and small-scale growers. The Pacific Northwest
Farm Forum is also planning a number of seminars that will directly relate to this new category of owners, in addition to the
regular featured forums that take place throughout the three days.
February 12-14: World Ag Expo – Tulare, CA
World Ag Expo is held in Tulare, California, the second week of February each year. The show is the world’s largest agricultural
exposition, with 2.6 million square feet of exhibit space, over 1,600 exhibitors, and more than 100,000 attendees. The Expo’s
popular dairy section will include more than 130 new exhibits with the addition of the NEW Dairy Technology Center as well as
surrounding outdoor exhibits.
February 13-16: National Farm Machinery Show & Tractor Pull – Louisville, KY
The National Farm Machinery Show and Championship Tractor Pull return to the Kentucky Exposition Center in February of
2008. See row after row of brand name products and services, hands-on demonstrations of the latest technology advancements, and a selection of free seminars that are both practical and informative.
Plus, don’t miss the high-intensity action of the Championship Tractor Pull sponsored by Syngenta. Sure to keep you on the
edge of your seat, these ground-pounding trucks and tractors are competing for the fame and glory that comes with winning
at the oldest indoor tractor pull in America. Make plans now to be a part of the excitement at this year’s National Farm Machinery Show and Championship Tractor Pull.
February 23-25: Western Farm Show – Kansas City, MO
Sponsored by the SouthWestern Association, you’ll find the latest in farm and livestock equipment and resources ranging from
large farm equipment, implements and other products for full-time traditional farmers to compact tractors and equipment designed for part-time, lifestyle farmers. More than 500 exhibitors will be displaying equipment, plus tools, seed, feed, buildings,
chemicals and irrigation systems.
February 27-29: Ag Expo & The North American Seed Fair – Lethbridge, AB Canada
Ag Expo is the premier farm show in Western Canada. You can expect to find exhibitors whose products, including farm equipment, livestock supplies, chemicals, seeds, irrigation, producers and marketers of crops and livestock can directly affect, and
improve, agricultural production. The Ag Expo features over 100,000 sq ft of covered indoor space, and offers another 10,000
sq ft of outdoor space.
March 12-13: Triumph of Agriculture Farm & Ranch Machinery Show – Omaha, NE
The Midwest’s Largest indoor short-line farm and ranch machinery show also showcases the latest in farm machinery, supplies, services and technology.
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agriculture
Double B Manufacturing

G

ot a bump in your road. We can help. Double B
MFG INC has been taking bumps out of roads
like yours for more than 13 years . Owners include, farmers , ranchers, townships, state dots, schools,
grain elevators and machinery dealers. The original machine , the 2014 has changed very little in 13 years. Two
smaller units have been introduced, the 9872 to be pulled
by smaller tractors, and the E-48 to be towed by ATV’s or
garden tractors, for use on smaller driveways, hiking trails
or any place where the path is rough. Brad Preslicka one
of the original owners, still works in production along with
a son-in-law Jamie Peters. Looking for a road grader? We
have them in 21 states and part of Canada. Our company
also manufactures hose reels for fertilizer, chemical, diesel fuel and water in sizes from 1/2 in to 3 in full port.
We believe in quality, and customer satisfaction. Need

a reference, or have a question? Call us, we can help.
320-382-6623 or 320-382-6253
e

ALL AMERICAN AG

Verminator Eliminates Gopher Problems

T

he Pocket Gopher population in the Northwest is high
because of the old cliché “out of sight, out of mind.”
The damage they do goes unnoticed until harvest time
and machinery is damaged and dirt is then added in with the
crop tare.
Early spring, before the crop is grown and after the harvest,
when the crop has been removed, is the time of year when the
gophers in the Northwest are working new upper burrows 6 to
12 inches deep. In extreme heat of cold, they will dig in their
lower runs 24 to 30 inches deep.
The main reason that more mounds of dirt are not seen in your
field is because they are amazing back fillers, pushing little
piles of dirt up to 800 feet in an old run that they have abandoned.
The average gopher builds 150 feet of burrow run per day. In
their short life span, their front teeth grow 15 inches in length
and are kept short only by the fact that they eat and dig 22
hours a day, 365 days a year.
Gophers never hibernate or go dormant. In fact, gophers only
sleep 30 to 45 minutes at a time. Anything that works 8,000
hours a year burns a lot of fuel. This fuel comes from eating
crop roots and green foliage (everything but weeds).
8 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dair y

The gopher is an antisocial animal who lives only in burrows
of its own construction.
If two gophers should meet in a run they would fight to the
death, unless it is mating time.
Mating season in the Northwest is once or twice a year. But
as any animal in the wild, when their population slowly begins
to drop, they will mate outside of their regular mating seasons;
having the ability to mate up to five times a year.
This is why poisoning needs to be done on a large scale and
within a short span of time with a tractor drawn gopher machine (Burrow Builder). Small acreage (50 acres or less) can
usually be done by hand poisoning and trapping if the job is
followed up on until offspring have been eliminated.
Gophers have to be thought of as a nuisance, the same as
weeds, they cannot be ignored. When weeds appear in crops,
they are sprayed or cultivated out, then kept in check until the
crop is harvested.
In the Spring and Fall, crop and soil conditions allow for large
scale extermination and in-between these times, the gopher can
be controlled on a smaller scale, even by hand poisoning and
trapping, when conditions don’t allow machinery in the field.
Remember, just like weeds, the gopher is an endless supply. e
Northwest
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Saddle Butte Ag

S

addle Butte Ag is a grass seed
company based in the heart of
the Willamette Valley; known as
the grass seed capital of the world. With
more than 40 years of seed production
experience, the company specializes in
all aspects of the production of top quality grass seed. Saddle Butte Ag owned
by two Oregon farm families, does
everything from planting the seed, to
harvesting, processing , packaging, and
eventually marketing and shipping the
finished product to markets in the USA
and around the world. General Manager Michael Witt said this hands-on
approach is vital to their business. “We
can deliver different quantities and control the quality of our product,” he said.
“We have better control of cost and can
deliver seed in a timely manner.

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Saddle Butte Ag is sensitive to customers’ specialized needs. Saddle Butte Ag’s
seed production, and access to quality
forage grasses from Europe and New
Zealand, enables them to create blends
that meet any customer’s specific seed
needs. The company sells several varieties of forages, orchard grass, ryegrass,
and fescue, as well as other agricultural
products like turnips, chicory, plantain,
oats and peas.
They also offer many types of clovers.
Our exclusive variety of Ladino White
Clover, Seminole, is a high yielding,
cold tolerant forage compatible with
other grasses and alfalfa.
Saddle Butte works closely with universities and researchers to keep abreast
of new releases of improved seed that
can be grown not only in the Pacific

Northwest

Northwest, but across the United States
and the rest of the world. They are developing varieties of forage grasses that
are resistant to cold and rust, as well as
forage grasses that maximize milk production for dairy cows.
Saddle Butte Ag is actively participating in the wildlife seed market servicing customers through out the United
states. The wildlife mix is designed
to attract deer, elk, and turkey. Saddle
Butte Ag adjusts each customer blend
for the soil type and climate of each region they sell to.
With most of the production in
house, Saddle Butte Ag provides
top-of-the-line quality seed and service to all its customers. If you have
any questions please call Saddle
Butte Ag at 541-491-3501
e
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Health Benefits of Bramble Fruit
There are many good reasons to eat
raspberries and blackberries.

They are high in Vitamin C, which
prevents scurvy, reduces risk of
stroke, and helps prevent cancer initiation. They are good sources of Folate,
which is an especially important nutrient for pregnant women, since it helps
prevent neural tube (spinal column)
defects. It may also help prevent heart
disease. They are cholesterol free and
virtually fat free. They are sources of
dietary fiber that lowers cholesterol
and may help prevent colon cancer and
heart disease. They are low in calories.
All these make bramble fruit a good
addition to your diet.
But that’s not all. Raspberries and

blackberries have been shown to
contain healthful substances which
research shows may slow down the
aging process, boost immunity, and
protect against chronic disease, including heart disease and cancer.
An increasing number of studies
link various foods--especially berries
and other intensely colored fruits and
vegetables such as strawberries, blueberries, and carrots--with improved
health and disease prevention. Some
of the healthful, bioactive substances
in these foods appear to be the pigments that give them their bright
colors. Others are flavor compounds,
such as those that give an astringent
taste to the seeds.
For example, anthocyanin, which
gives berries their red color, is an antioxidant that scavenges free radicals,
which may cause aging of cells. Researchers are currently linking anthocyanin activity to improving vision,
controlling diabetes, improving circulation, preventing cancer and heart
disease, and retarding the effects of

aging, particularly loss of memory
and motor skills. Ellagic acid, a phenolic compound found in berries, has
exhibited anti-carcinogenic effects
against a wide range of carcinogens
in several tissues. And ellagic acid has
been shown, in studies with rats and
mice, to contribute to significant inhibition of colon, esophageal, liver,
lung, tongue, and skin cancers.

Why not just take a nutritional supplement?
When it comes to nutrition, no one
has been able to outsmart Mother Na-

How can you improve yields by
an average of 16%?

T

he new science of hybrid alfalfa follows the history of
corn. Just as hybridization
steadily improved corn yields, hybrid
alfalfa is improving hay yields.
The presence of inbred seeds in the
commercial product was an obstacle to
higher alfalfa yields until Dr. Paul Sun,
of Dairyland Seed, took up the challenge. Over the course of more than 20
years, his team developed a true hybrid
process that opened the door to greater
yields.
Our patented msSunstra® Hybrid Alfalfa Technology is an exciting breakthrough in alfalfa plant breeding. It
maximizes the yield potential of superior alfalfa germ plasm and allows
10 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

Dairyland Seed breeders to capture the
full genetic potential of parental lines in
the commercial product.
HybriForce-400 gives farmers the flexibility to harvest earlier and improve
forage quality with less risk of stand
loss. Because the plants are more resilient, an early harvest of higher quality
forage does not raise the same level of
risk of stand loss as with early harvest
of current alfalfas.
HybriForce-400 has the potential to retain more plants per square foot, resulting in more fine stems per square foot
when managed properly. Many producers have observed quicker drying time
as a result.
Greater yields per acre from hybrids
Northwest

may allow you to improve your crop
rotation by taking advantage of nitrogen fixed from your alfalfa stands. With
greater yields per acre, more efficiency
is obtained. With more efficiency, stand
duration could be shortened, thereby
taking advantage of more “free” nitrogen across your entire farm.
The bottom line? You are now able to
improve alfalfa yields by an average of
16% on your own farm, where it counts.
At today’s values, you can improve your
operation to the tune of $375 per acre.
HybriForce-400 has sold out since
its 2001 introduction. So, don’t wait
to order! Improve your yields while
supplies last. Call 1-800-236-0163
today.
e
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ture. Research shows that it is a combination of phytochemicals working
together with the berry’s fiber, vitamins, and minerals which make it so
effective. For example, the combination of anthocyanins, Vitamin C, and
ellagic acid can act together, contributing to berries’ high ORAC (Oxygen
Radical Absorbance Capacity) value, a
measure of antioxidant effectiveness.
Antioxidants are shown to work best
when combined; the presence of fiber,
and other plant compounds enhance

the health benefit. Scientists have also
found that raspberries blackberries
may have cancer-fighting properties,
but cannot attribute them to only one
component. For these reasons, a nutraceutical source --a food with health
properties-- is a more viable antioxidant option than a dietary supplement.
And a lot tastier!
This article was provided by The
North American Bramble Growers Association, a growers association whose
objective is “to promote the general interest of the bramble growers in North
America through improved communication and research.” The article,
along with a wealth of information on
this subject, can be found at their website: www.raspberryblackberry.com.
If you are looking for a source for
thornless blackberries, contact Tom
Doyle of Doyle’s Thornless Blackberry
Inc., 1600 Bedford Rd., Washington, IN
47501. Phone 812-254-2654 or email
tomdoyle@fruitsandberries.com e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Starr Trak

A

Starr Trak, The Answer To Irrigation Rutting Problems

s you know, center pivot and
linear irrigation systems, under certain soil conditions, can
be plagued by severe rutting problems.
There are many things that irrigation

managers have attempted in the past to
curtail the problem such as plowing in
ruts at the beginning of the year, or filling the trenches with wood chips, rock
or hay bales, just to name a few. This

often helps but invariably rutting problems persist and worsen leading to time
and money lost to things such as:
• Digging out bogged down towers
• Erecting and repairing corner units
that have collapsed while trying to climb
out of trenches
• General wear and tear to machinery
from crossing trenches
Rutting problems have been around for
years and have spawned many possible
solutions. Many of these ideas have accomplished some amount of improvement, but often end up creating more
problems or simply poor results. That is
until now.
STARR TRAK was designed and built as
a logical answer to irrigation rutting problems. Now carried by your local Zimmatic
dealer, this system is simple, affordable,
and most importantly, effective. Not only
will it solve your rutting issues, it will do
so without creating other problems.

MIL-STAK Mid-Size Bale Loaders
Fast, Simple, Affordable

M

IL-STAK has taken great
care to design a mid-size
bale conversion that does not
damage your New Holland bale wagon.
Conceived and invented by a custom
hay stacking operator, the goal was to
design a fast, simple way to single-handedly load and stack mid-size bales with
a New Holland bale wagon. Yet equally
challenging was to try to retain the ability to quickly switch back to small bale
loading. In their Mid-Size Bale Loader,
MIL-STAK has accomplished just that.
Now offering three models from which
to choose, MIL-STAK is able to fit any
size of operation, from the family farm
to the large commercial operator.
• The model 1030-s is designed for 3x4
bales with the big operator in mind. It is
extremely strong and built to withstand
many hours of continuous use.
• The all new 1028-s model is designed
12 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

for the 3x3 bales and is nonadjustable.
• The model 1032 is adjustable and
able to handle the 3x3 and 3x4 bales
with ease.
All three models are designed to easily

switch to and from mid-size bale loading with a few bolts and hydraulic quick
couplers. Everything is either bolted
on or plugged in – there is no welding
on your bale wagon and no wires cut.
By utilizing your bale wagon’s existing controls, the operator can quickly
and easily load a tight, uniform stack of
Northwest

mid-size bales. And with features like
the Air Bag that virtually eliminates any
side roll of the bale wagon, a specially
designed Cushion Valve, which allows
operators to gently place bales on a second table, and the second Table Booster
that helps lift the extra weight of the
mid-sized bales by lifting toward the
front of the second table, which greatly
reduces the stress on the pivot pins, the
MIL-STAK Mid-Size Bale Loaders are
not only a joy to work with, but will help
keep your bale wagon around longer
by lessening wear and tear. Add in the
matching yellow and red paint job, and
it’s evident that MIL-STAK is the leader
in quality and appearance.
MIL-STAK...fast, simple, affordable. For more information call (208)
452-6045, fax (208) 452-6065, or
write MIL-STAK INC. at 1350 Glenway, Fruitland, ID 83619.
e
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The patented STARR TRAK system
has proven to tremendously increase
flotation allowing the machine to roll
more freely resulting in much shallower tracks. For instance, in one field
test, high-float tires were creating ruts
anywhere from 12” to 24”. When the
STARR TRAK system was used, the
ruts were only two to four inches deep.
One to two feet versus two to four inches, that’s roughly a 600% improvement
in track depth. With this improvement,
difficult soil types that have previously
prevented automated irrigation systems
from being installed may now be manageable using STARR TRAK.
Not only does this system increase flotation, it also helps minimize rutting from
soil erosion through its horizontal traction pattern which allows water to move
to the outside of the track rather than
centralizing water flow as do existing tire
patterns. In addition, STARR TRAK is
designed to keep the tires in their factorydesigned angle (something that can’t be
done with solid metal or bolt on wheels)
so as to not put any added stress on the
axels and support tubes. Also, STARR
TRAK may be used on the entire system
or simply on problem towers.
Since the development of STARR
TRAK, a need was recognized for the
same track to be applied to corner units.
The extreme weight, varied angles, and
stress created by irregular terrain previously made widening the track difficult.
The development of a retrofit bracing
system for corner units has solved those
challenges. These are now available
for new or used pivots and allow our
STARR TRAK assembly to be added
to any corner unit. End tower rut crossover or simply the over watering in corner machine tracks need no longer be a
problem for irrigators.
Imagine no shut down calls at midnight, no missed water timing, no digging or pulling machines out, no more
filling in ruts. Then imagine, smooth
field preparation and harvest operations
under your pivot or linear system without damage to equipment. Imagine solving the cause of the problem rather than
just fighting the symptoms. This is what
STARR TRAK delivers.
The market is in need of a solution and we
are ready to help solve your problems. e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Finally, A Proven Solution To Your Irrigation Challenges!
The System Is Simple, Affordable & Most Effective
The time to correct your irrigation
rutting is BEFORE it becomes a problem
“Now carried by your local Zimmatic dealer”

STARR TRAK, LLC
301 Church St. • Summerville, OR 97876

Phone: 541-534-6185
541-786-0025

See us at
the
Show in th Pocatello
e Colliseu
m
Booth #42

www.starrtrak.com
email: starrtrak@hotmail.com
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Egbers on
Super Edge
“There just isn’t enough we
can say about the Super Edge
Auger Flighting” Agrees Doug and
Laura
Egbers, owners of Egbers Flighting &
Supply L.L.C. The Super Edge is created in the rolling process.
This is a cold rolling process so the steel is not heat treated.
“This lets the steel retain its strength.” States Doug. Because of
how the flighting is made, the outside edge is thicker than your
common market flighting or plain flighting as they call it. Super
Edge Auger Flighting has approximately 50 thicker outside edge.
It gives longer wear and longer life of the auger.
And Egbers knows their augers. Their repair and fabrication
division has years of experience in re-flighting and balancing
auger sections. “It just makes good sense to replace the auger
flighting instead of buying a new auger section.” Confirms Doug“”New auger sections can be pricey and the Super Edge Auger

Flighting is priced to sell,” Along with their repair’s Egbers offers
a wide assortments of replacement parts and tubing. They have
you basic inside tubing, pipe, rolled tube for grain cart unloading
augers all the way up to 40 ft. lengths for transport augers,
“We’ve always thought freight and shipping to our customers
was a problem, we can ship pretty much all the replacement parts
a customer needs from here.” States Laura “That way all your
parts come from one location instead of several,”
New service for Egbers is their ability to balance combine
rotors. “We’re always looking for new products and services
for our customers. These rotors can be balanced at a fraction of
what a new one costs,” Says Laura.
All in all Egbers supports a great team for sales and
repairs. They’re your One-Stop-Shop for your replacement
needs. Call them at 800-462-2588 or check them out
on the web - www.eflighting.com.
e

In Your Driver’s Seat: Whole Body Vibration
By: Alma Jackson RN, Ph. D., COHN-S – Impact Safety Products

A

s an occupational health nurse, I have seen many
workers suffer from back injuries caused by driving.
These back injury clients can be divided into two categories. 1) Those who cannot identify a particular incident
but state that their back has gradually gotten worse over time.
2) Those who had been driving, got out of their vehicles and
experienced a back injury within a few minutes of leaving their
vehicle.
Damage to your back can result from vibration of a vehicle
or machine passing through the seat into the driver’s body
through the buttocks. According to the National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health, Whole Body Vibration refers
to mechanical energy oscillations, which are transferred to the
body as a whole, usually through a supporting system such as
a seat or platform. Those most at risk are heavy equipment
operators, farmers, and truck, train, and bus drivers.
The back is more at risk for injury in a seated position because sitting tends to flatten the natural S-curve of the back.
This posture also creates a load on the lower back that is 50%
greater than standing. One of the reasons that back injuries occur within a few minutes of getting out of your vehicle is that
the discs and ligaments that support the back have not had a
chance to “rebound” to a normal contour. Research shows that
the risk for injury is highest in the first two or three minutes
14 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

after you leave the vehicle.
Add Whole Body Vibration to sitting and you have added insult to injury. Spine changes related to Whole Body Vibration
include
• Fatigue of the muscles and ligaments that support the spine
• Lumbar disc flattening
• Disc fiber strain
• Pressure increases within the disc
• Microfractures in vertebral end-plates
• Increased risk of disc degeneration
• Disc herniation
So, what can you do to decrease your risk? In addition to
the standard information about good posture and correct body
mechanics, there are two activities that help reduce your risk.
1) Stretch when you get out of the vehicle, especially a gentle
back bend and hip stretch to balance the back structures 2) Reduce the effects of Whole Body Vibration when you drive by
using a vibration-dampening cushion such as Spine Saver®.
It reduces shock and vibration up to 80%. Spine Saver® is a
National Safety Council Award winning product that prevents
and alleviates back pain due to whole body vibration.
Contact the folks at Impact Safety Products for more information at 866-547-5565 or go online at www.impactsafetyproducts.com.
e
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FIRST STREET WELDING INC.

Custom Welding - Hitches
Trailer Repair
Aluminum & Stainless
Farm Equipment Repairing

473 1st St. E.
Idaho Falls, ID
(208) 522-2588
Proud To Support
The Area’s Farmers & Ranchers
www.ﬁrststreetwelding.com

CUB FARMS
Raising Top Quality:
(AY s #ORN s (ORSES
#USTOM (ARVESTING

Now Available
New
Lumbar Support
Cushion
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VARMITgetter™
Got Rodent-Rage?
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T

he VARMITgetter™, a clever
gas operated pest control system, is a device for controlling
the populations of burrowing rodents,
such as gophers, ground squirrels,
moles and even badgers, thus greatly
reducing the damage they cause to
crops, irrigation systems, and landscaping. It is designed for efficiency on
large acreages.

VARMITgetter™ can’t build them
fast enough. Business is really “booming.” In fact, it’s best to order before
their spring rush begins.
Farmers, ranchers, and dairymen are
eager to watch demonstrations of the
VARMITgetter™ destroy pesky varmints on their properties. VARMITgetter™ currently has distributors across
the U.S. and Canada and it continues
selling well internationally to folks in
all facets of agriculture and land use.
The VARMITgetter™ operates by
forcing a controlled ratio of propane and
oxygen into the pests’ burrows. With one
push of the ignition switch, the resultant
blast destroys all the rodents plus their
tunnel system. As an added safety measure, an electric cutout switch prevents
ignition while gas is being discharged.
A high voltage converter, situated in the
applicator, keeps the ignition spark away
from the operator at the control box. For
added safety, the entire unit is equipped
with no less than three flash back arrestor check valves to eliminate any chance
of fire traveling up the gas lines.
“Our device is designed to be backfilled in tunnel systems/burrows, containing the concussion, and controlling
Northwest

the noise level,” VARMITgetter™
explains, “making this device very
cost effective to operate. If you hear
a ‘bang,’ your losing 75%, or more,
of your concussion kill. Because this
method kills instantly by concussion, it
is more humane than poisons or traps,
for just pennies a shot.”
What this means to the consumer is
the VARMITgetter™ is more economical, in addition to being more
effective. Priced $700 less than the
competition, buyers are getting a lot
more bang for their buck, so to speak.
VARMITgetter™’s improved design
is likewise more economical on bottled
oxygen use. Each blast requires less
oxygen to support the combustion of the
propane.
On VARMITgetter™‘s website (www.
varmitgetter.com), they list 21 advantages of their product over competitors’
hand-held models. Most notably, perhaps, is the improved design that allows
remote detonation (as much as 25-feet
from the burrow). Operators are no longer subjected to what they call “ground
zero fragmentation blasts.” Additionally, the superior design of the VARMITgetter™ eliminates dust-covered
clothes and allows the owner to view its
effectiveness from a safe distance.
The improved design is more easily
portable, providing a more consistent
gas mix to increase effectiveness, and
it gets gas into the burrow much faster
for improved results. In fact, these improvements allow VARMITgetter™ to
confidently claim their able to destroy
100 feet of varmint tunnel in one blast
and they’ve taken out 130-150 feet in a
single ignition.
To learn more about the multiple
VARMITgetter™ advantages or to
see actual online demonstration footage, please visit the website at www.
varmitgetter.com. For inquiries or orders, you may contact VARMITgetter™ at their Payette, Idaho office:
1.877.982.7648 (1-877-x varmit). e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

FARM POND WATER QUALITY MAINTENANCE
By Jim A. Keeton, Fisheries Biologist

A

major challenge on the farmstead is maintaining a pond
for not only aesthetic appearance, but also a balanced
fishery and good water quality. Many ponds are plagued
with poor water quality that can result in major algae blooms, fish
kills and poor water transparency. Poor water quality is the root
of all evil concerning ornamental ponds, resulting in low oxygen;
excessive algae and weed growth and not so nice looking water.
Many of us wonder what are the causes of such conditions and
how we can correct them. Most biologists know that excessive
nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus are the culprits of
poor water quality. Even small amounts of these nutrients in
water can make a major difference between a clean pond and
an unsightly pond.
NUTRIENTS
Sources of nutrient entering a pond come from a variety of
sources that we call non-point source pollution because it is
hard to identify all sources in particular pond water shed. In
agricultural areas, run-off from fields, corrals, barns etc. can
contribute large amounts of phosphorus and nitrogen if your
pond is down stream. Even wells can be a major contributor
to algae growth if they are loaded with nutrients. Many people
assume if the water from a well is clear and cold, then it must
be good when if fact, testing many times reveals high levels of
phosphorus and even nitrogen.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Beneficial microbial additions, a new technology that is very
effective and a very promising aquatic management tool. Microbes can effectively reduce nutrients to low levels, digest bottom sludge and reduce all forms of nitrogen. Various beneficial
microbes are now available for different functions, depending
upon pond conditions.

Artificial substrates can be added for ponds that are very eutrophic (heavy nutrient levels), to grow beneficial organisms
and absorb nutrients maintaining clear water.
To summarize call a professional biologist that can assess your
ponds state of health and make recommendations based upon
sound science. In the next article we will expand on aeration,
biological management procedures and fishery management. e

The key to a successful farm pond management and a beautiful pond are maintaining water quality through a variety of
options. The best management approach is solutions that are
biological and mechanical, without the use of chemicals. In
many cases we cannot controls sources of nutrient entering a
pond, so in-pond methods can be used to reduce nutrients and
maintain good water quality and clarity.
These methods include:
Subsurface aeration, consisting of fine bubble diffusers to increase oxygen, freshening water, reducing nutrients and creating a better aquatic habitat for beneficial organisms to return
to the pond. Subsurface aeration is the best as these aerators
can circulate large volumes of water from the bottom up with
low power consumption when compared to fountains. There
are even solar powered aerators for lake and ponds that are as
good as an electric unit, with no power costs “ever”, but will
cost more up front.
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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equipment
Otters, Inc.

Dozer Blades Designed To Fit Your Individual Tractor

O

tter’s, Inc. is a family owned operation, building
angle dozer blades since 1958. The company’s
founder, Marion Otter previously operated under
the title of Otter Manufacturing until 1997 when he retired.
He then turned the company over to his sons, Frank and Greg
Otter, presently, Otter’s Incorporated.
An Otter Angle Dozer gives you maximum use from your
tractor year-round for snow removal, packing silage, terrace
repair, cleaning feedlots, etc. Otter’s will custom design
blades to fit your individual tractor.
Otter’s offers balanced and pivotal dozer blades for the
standard 2-wheel drive tractor with optional widths of 9 ft.,
10 ft., 11 ft., and 12 ft. The blade mounts close to the front
wheel for best control, has easy suitcase linkage for angle
change and activates from a standard 8-inch cylinder which
is included. The push frame is designed to take the beating
that a dozer gets on the corner.
For the mechanical front wheel standard 4-wheel drive
tractor there are optional widths of 10 ft., 12 ft., and 14 ft.
and optional accessories offered.

“Think Otter” for your pushing, packing and cleaning.
For more information or questions, Phone 785-567-4648
or Fax: 785-567-4629. E-mail: info@otterdozer.com;
Website: www.otterdozer.com
e

NEW ECOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY FOR
FARMING BASED ON THE HORIZONTAL
CUTTING OF THE SOIL.

R

eturning to the initial concept of
basic farming, whose purpose
was the loosening of the soil
without modifying its normal structure;
we are introducing a new implement for
this purpose. This implement is the Eco
Plow, which is based on the Horizontal
Cutting of the Soil.
With the Technology of the Horizontal
cutting of the soil, we guarantee that its
original structure will not be altered. The
cut is made in the direction of the natural
layers that the soil has formed, and the effect in them is precisely to loosen, fluff and
ventilate the soil. This is the Basic Concept
of Ecological Farming Conservation.
18 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

The no turn over or rotation of the soil
creates a more efficient fertility, a better conservation of the humidity and
the organic matter. Since its technology
prevents the microorganism species to
be removed from their habitat where
they’re living underground at different levels; they may accomplish their
biological function towards the plants’
nourishment. Thus, avoiding the layers
that are less fertile from going to the
surface. This also slows the effect of
natural erosion, whether it be by water,
sun or air.
In the same way, the continuous use of
this technology promotes weed control.
Northwest

This plow cuts the weeds root, interrupting the upward flow of water and nutrients from the lower layers of the soil,
which provokes the weeds’ wilting and
avoids its propagation. In contrast with
the use of the disc implements, which
eliminate the above ground part of the
weed, but fragments the weeds root,
thus promoting its propagation.
This Eco Plow progressively fluffs and
loosens the soils hardened layers. Once
plowed, the surface can be seen uniform
and level. It eliminates the use of other
implements, reduces airborne dust formations, and favors the fast development
of the plant.
e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Agro Trend Mfg.

A

gro Trend Mfg. has been serving customers in
Ontario for the past 16 years. Like their product,
their service is solid and built to last. Strong ties
have been forged with customers based on integrity and a
pledge to deliver a quality product on time and at a fair
price.
The Schildroth family of Listowel has owned Agro Trend
Mfg. since 1991.
“The company had a pretty good product line—the product was well-designed,’’ said managing director Rodger
Schildroth.
Agro Trend Mfg. is best known for its blowers which rate
amongst the top models in the market. The company’s 14
models from the 3’6” to the 9’ heavy duty have proven
track records. The newest model is the heavy duty 102”
single auger.
However, the company has expanded its equipment line
considerably and improved existing products. In addition
to snow blowers the company sells a range of cutters, dump
trailers and sprayers.
At Agro Trend Mfg., product changes are precipitated by
customer feedback or competition. “Our customers are the
expert son the equipment and we listen closely to what they

say. As well, if we see a good idea in the market, we improve on it,’’ Schildroth said.
One of the products the company recently upgraded is a
big dump wagon called the Big Mudder. It has been upgraded to an 18-ton capacity with a new undercarriage to
handle the increased capacity.

Agro Trend tends to be loyal to their suppliers because
that relationship is very important. “If we build a long-term
relationship, when a problem arises, it gets solved quickly.
Also, we get to know the supplier’s product—we know the
Continued on page 23

Dealers Inquires Welcome at
berclaudia@sbcglobal.net
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AnBo’s rakes designed to
help farmers move waste

T

he hydraulic grapple rake, a versatile new tractor/loader attachment, is giving farmers and ranchers greater
control and efficiency in cleaning up, moving, loading,
and stacking tasks.
While the dirt bucket has been the standard tractor or loader
attachment, it has drawbacks in a variety of tasks requiring
control and efficiency such as raking, carrying, or stacking.
Because it’s more efficient and adaptable than the bucket, the
grapple rake, which hydraulically opens, closes, and moves its
jaws of spaced metal tines, is becoming indispensable. It can
remove trees and brush or surface rake limbs and debris without piling up unnecessary dirt. It can dig out roots, stumps, and
rocks. It can pick up, move, and stack logs and hay bales. It
can even lightly plow and efficiently tackle a variety of tasks
requiring more control than the typical bucket provides.
Dorman Walser, who farms and ranches 4,000 acres in Crowell, Texas, used a standard bucket attachment on his Caterpillar loader, as well as other implements, to remove trees/brush,
move firewood, and haul hay. He was less than satisfied with
the results.
“The bucket could pile stuff up, but couldn’t rake or stack,”
Walser says. “It dug into the ground and picked up a lot of
trash and dirt that we had to sort out. It wouldn’t hold things
in place.”
To dig out roots, Walser resorted to plowing. “The plows
would hang up on roots and tear up shanks,” he says.
While hayforks could move hay bales, they lacked the control
necessary to stack them. Says Walser, “When the bale rolled
off the fork, I’d have to hope it rolled where I wanted it.”

A firewood side business was also too manually labor intensive, requiring sorting through logs and debris.
Walser needed a tool strong enough to pick up stumps, logs,
and hay bales, controllable enough to stack them, and versatile
enough to efficiently rake up twigs and limbs without piling
up dirt. It also had to be strong enough to withstand long wear
without breaking teeth.
He turned to a hydraulic grapple rake by Colville, Washingtonbased AnBo Mfg., which specializes in high quality designed
products for tractors, loaders, and skid steers.
AnBo built the grapple rake to fit Walser’s Caterpillar loader
so no brackets were needed. The grapple rake operates with the
loader like a bucket. You can raise and lower it, roll it forwards
or backwards. Opening and closing its jaws of spaced metal
tines is controlled by a third hydraulic function.
Walser chose and 8-foot grapple rake with 6-inch tine spacing
to allow dirt but not brush to sift through the rake’s tines. AnBo
uses a special type of steel that has twice the yield strength (resistance to bending) and a much higher Brinell Hardness rating
(resistance to wear) than T-1 steel.
When he uses the grapple rake to remove trees, stumps, and
roots, he’s confident it’ll pick up the load without bending teeth
or cluttering things up with debris.
“I can pick up whatever I want with it, from stumps as big as
people to brush, without picking up dirt,” he says. “It’s great
for grubbing out stumps and roots, and can do the work of five
men moving and stacking logs in our firewood business.”
He uses the grapple rake not only to rake up tree limbs, brush,
and trash, but also to lightly plow the ground in preparation for

Complete Line Of Honda Motorcycles,
ATV’s, Scooters & Watercraft
Factory Authorized Service
Full Line Of Honda Parts & Accessories

Canyon Honda

Óx£äÊ >«>É >`ÜiÊ Û`°ÊUÊ >«>]Ê

(208) 468-0775
www.canyonhondaidaho.com
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planting improved grass seed for cattle pasture. “Because you
can do everything with it from removing stumps, to raking,
to light plowing, it makes for a fast, easy way to get a clean
pasture,” he says.
Walser uses the grapple rake to pick up, place, and stack
square and round hay bales on a truck trailer, in addition to
taking hay straight to the cattle from a haystack. “The grapple
rake gives us more control than a hay fork,” he says. “With it,
you can pick up, turn, set down and stack bales wherever you
want. It’s a great tool for so many applications, and is quick to
change over from a bucket.”
Dennis Sherer, who grows corn and soy beans and runs a cow/
calf operation on 2,000 acres southeast of Kansas City, Missouri, had removed trees from a hedge row that was damaging
a fence, and whose roots were jutting into a field. He was frustrated with pushing the trees on the ground with a dozer bucket
for burning disposal. Trying to remove the roots with a chisel
plow wasn’t working, and he disliked how waste hay fell from
the bucket when cleaning around the cow racks each winter.
He turned to a 7’ AnBo grapple rake as an attachment for his
tractor loader, and found the going much easier.
“Instead of pushing trees along the ground, I pick them up
with the grapple rake and carry them to the pile,” says Sherer.
“It grabs everything like the fingers of your hand, and gives
you more control. With it, you can pick up just about anything
off the ground. It saves lots of time picking up waste cow feed
to spread over the pasture.”
Sherer has used his grapple rake to pick up, move, or load

items that are difficult or inconvenient to do by hand. He’s used
it to pull trees back from fence lines. He’s used it to load wood
posts. He’s used it to pick up scrap iron, old tires, and concrete
foundation pieces. With it, he plans to tear down old wood
buildings and load them onto a truck for removal.
“It’s a great time saver,” concludes Sherer. “I wish I’d heard
of it earlier.”
For more information, call 866-684-3330 toll free; fax
509-684-1997; email sales@anbomanufacturing.com; visit
www.anbomanufacturing.com on the internet; or write to AnBo
Manufacturing, Inc. at 685 S. Elm, Colville, WA 99114. e
The Columbia Basin Farmer, September 2006

UDY Corporation

U

DY Corporation manufactures and sells coring tools
for sampling baled hay, alfalfa and other baled forages. The product line is known as the Colorado Hay
Probe. There are five models to choose from depending on
your needs. These coring tools allow you to properly sample
your forage lots. With good sampling methods and the right
equipment your testing will accurately represent the quality of
your bales.
These models are highlighted on our web site, www.udyone.com. After reviewing our web site, please contact us at
(970) 482-2060 with any questions.
e

5 models to choose from

Colorado Hay Probe
Popular “Push In” Design
Model 2001 Only $225.45 + Shipping

UDY Corporation
 2OME #OURT s &ORT #OLLINS #/ 
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100% Nylon, Bias Ply Truck Sidewalls

M

. Meyers & Associates has
been in the tire recycling
business since 1995, specializing in the processing of nylon truck
tires for various industrial and agricultural applications. We offer 100% nylon,
bias ply truck-tire sidewalls to the farming industry as a welcome alternative
to handling whole tires used for trench
silo and bunker coverage. Originally
servicing American University Dairy
Extension Departments, we have since
expanded by supplying our unique product to the dairy and beef farming communities. We have eight tire-processing
facilities throughout the United States,
shipping approximately thirty loads of
bias ply truck-tire sidewalls each month.
With the ever-increasing demand for our

product vastly greater than the available
supply, we offer year-round delivery.
Upon placing an order, freight costs are
guaranteed not to increase, even if fuel
costs rise by the delivery date. Working
with nylon truck-tire sidewalls makes
sense: no sharp wires, no water, stackable, reduced labor (truck vs passenger
tires) and an ideal working weight. As
well, we offer multiple load discounts,
no-interest financing and long-term delivery programs. For those who wish to
convert to nylon sidewalls, but are wary
of the labor and cost of discarding existing tires, we have several cost-effective
suggestions to alleviate their concern.
Farmers with vision have come to realize it is essential to place their order well
in advance of their needs.

When using these 100% nylon sidewalls
(no metal / no wires), farmers wonder
why they have used whole tires that trap
stagnant water, viruses (West Nile Virus), mosquitoes and other critters. This
is a one-time investment allowing you
to work more efficiently with improved
safety and hygiene, saving back-breaking labor and headaches, while minimizing the risk of silage spoilage.
With thousands of satisfied American
dairy and beef farmers working with our
product, we would be pleased to provide
you with referrals.
Reserve now for spring and fall 2008.
Danny 1-888-581-5488
E-mail: nadler@videotron.ca
Marvin 1-888-486-0251
E-mail: marvinmeyers31@vdn.ca
e

got pivots?

T

hen you already know the challenge of keeping your irrigation
on schedule for maximum profit. More than ever, high-energy costs
make pivot management a critical task.
In the early 90’s Jerry Abts was selling
a sophisticated and expensive remote
monitoring and control system for center pivots; but most irrigators declined
and simply asked, “what’a’ya got that
will just tell me if my pivots are on?”
The answer came in 1995 when Abts
founded Pivotrac.com and patented a
method of using simple text pagers to
keep irrigators informed on the status
of whole groups of pivots, one to a hundred or more.
Today Pivotrac combines text messaging and Internet connectivity with special
radio telemetry that works everywhere
to deliver on-the-go status of multiple
pivots to anyone, anywhere. Pagers are
still used, but most subscribers receive
the text messages on their digital cell
phones. In addition, the system provides remote start and stop options from
any telephone or the Internet.
There are many reasons for on-site vis22 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

its to fields with growing crops being irrigated by center pivots. The difference
with Pivotrac is you and your hands
know immediately when a pivot shuts
down (and you know when it starts back
up). Priorities change with new information. Now pivot status information
delivered to everyone needing it can
help adjust priorities to avoid costly
downtime that can result in crop stress
and yield loss. Why wait until the last of
the day to find out a pivot is stuck? With
Northwest

Pivotrac the problem is immediately
known before all the help goes home
and you get “stuck” with the problem.
The service is simple, reliable and at
just $225 per season, very affordable.
Subscribers can view their pivots on a
secure website from anywhere, and the
website includes summary and detailed
records of all pivot activity (www.pivotrac.com). For a dealer in your area, contact Jerry Abts by phone at 888-872-2360
or e-mail: jerry@pivotrac.com. e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

Agro Trend Mfg.
Continued from page 19

limits to which it can be pushed and
we don’t have to worry about it. If
you look at a piece of shafting in a
gear box, you can’t tell the quality of
steel by looking at it. The only test is
when it is under load,” he said.
Loyalty, however, doesn’t mean Agro
Trend is blindfolded. The company is
looking carefully at offshore suppliers
for opportunities.
Aside from the manufacturing end,
the company is also experiencing
changes in the sales process. “We run
our business a little differently from
some. We try to have dealers set up
without any other dealers in the area,”
Schildroth explained. However, as
the big tractor companies consolidate
their dealers, it becomes more difficult to give dealers an area to themselves.
“For instance, we may deal with one
company that has five locations, but
the other two dealers they bought are
right beside our best dealer. This is
out of our control,’’ he said.
Consolidation of dealers is one of
Agro Trend’s concerns for the future.
With fewer independent dealers, companies like Agro Trend have less choice
of where their equipment can be sold
because some of the big companies
don’t like their dealers to sell short
line products. There is some consolation that growing offshore tractors are
gaining market share and are willing to
include other products in their dealerships. Agro Trend currently has dealers in Ontario, Quebec, The Maritimes
and the Northeastern United States.
As with many businesses, the continuing success through all the changes,
negotiating and selling comes down
to people. “The best part of the last
16 years is the people we deal with.
We rely on our employees who produce and sell the best quality equipment. In turn we supply it to our dealers, who we expect are proud to sell
our products,” he said. “That’s what
makes this business enjoyable.” e
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Solid Steel Industries

A

nyone with a late model Dodge pickup will love
this “steering stabilizer” kit designed for Dodge
1500, 2500, and 3500 pickups made from 1994 to
2002, and 2500 and 3500 pickups made from 2003 to present.
The kit is designed to provide additional support of the
steering sector shaft and eliminate sector shaft play in the
steering box. It also helps keep the pickup frame from flexing at the steering box mounting point.
The stabilizer uses existing mounting holes. It adds an outboard support bearing to the sector shaft. This additional
bearing is attached to the lower end of the sector shaft by
way of a replacement nut, which has an integral shaft extension. The bearing supplied is a regreasable high quality
unit available at most Ag outlets. Nearly all the sector shaft
load is carried by this outboard bearing, thus relieving the
steering box of much wear and tear.
Installation takes about a half hour and requires no drilling
or welding.
It solves the problem of too much play in the steering
sector shaft, and the kit has been popular with owners of
both older and newer pickups. It can be used on pickups
equipped with snowplows, front receiver hitches, or tow
hooks.
The steering stabilizer sells for $209(USD) plus S&H. It
comes with money back guarantee.
The company also offers a retrofit kit for 1994 to 2002

Dodge pickups to allow use of the Solid Steel Inc. rubber
brushed track bar.
The Dodge Adjustable Track Bar (DAT) was recently introduced by Russell Tessier of Solid Steel Industries, Weyburn, Sask. Tessier says the new adjustable track bar is
designed to replace the existing OEM track bar on Dodge
4-WD pickups made from 1994 to 2002.
“These Dodge series 4-WD trucks have a track bar that

holds the front axle centered from side to side.” Says Tessier. On the upper end of these factory track bars is a ball
joint, much like a tie rod end. The problem is that this ball
joint often fails prematurely. As it wears out, the front axle
is allowed to move side to side, causing excessive wandering.” That, says Tessier, contributes to a problem called the
“death wobble”.
“The death wobble is a violent shaking in the front end
that usually happens when the truck hits a bump or pothole
in the road. Usually, the truck won’t come out of it until
you drop the speed down to 10 to 15 mph. It can be very
dangerous. A loose or worn track bar isn’t the only cause of
the death wobble, but it’s a major contributor to the problem.” He says.
Solid Steel’s track bar conversion kit has high quality rubber bushings at both ends, thus elimination the troublesome
ball joint. It’s adjustable, and works on tracks with up to 3
in. of lift.
According to Tessier, one other problem with the factory
ball joint version track bar is that it’s expensive to replace.
“When the ball joint wears out the whole track bar has to be
replaced. If the rubber brushings on our adjustable track bar
ever wear out, new brushings can be pressed in at minimal
cost.
“Many people have had to replace the factory track bar on
their Dodge Rams every 30,000 miles or sooner. It’s sometimes hard to tell if the track bar is worn out. The best way
is to look at the upper ball joint end to the track bar while
someone turns the steering wheel back and forth a few times
(with the truck parked, of course). If you see any movement
in the ball end, there’s wear and the truck will wander. Our
rubber bushings are designed to outlast the Dodge factory
track bar as well as the Moog replacement track bar.”
The adjustable track bar sells for $315(USD). A conversion
kit to install the track bar sells for $185(USD).
Contact: Russell Tessier, Solid Steel Industries, Box 301,
Weyburn, Sask., Canada S4H 2K1 (ph: 306-842-4346;
Russell@solidsteel.biz; www.solidsteel.biz).
e
Article courtesy: FARM SHOW
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Pressurized Exhaust Kills Underground Rodents

T

he patent pending H & M gopher
control system uses carbon monoxide from pressurized engine exhaust to kill burrowing rodents such as gophers, ground squirrels, moles and voles.
According to the company, exhaust gas
has long been one of the most lethal and
least expensive methods to kill burrowing
rodents. But until now there hasn’t been
an economical, efficient delivery system.
Company owners, Allen Hurlburt and
Virginia Massey, said that the PERC
system (Pressurized Exhaust Rodent
Controller) involves a 1⁄4 inch diameter
steel wand that is used to probe the burrow and injects pressurized exhaust via
a hand piece valve that fills the burrow
with lethal concentrations of carbon
monoxide before the rodent has a chance
to either escape or block the burrow.
An internal combustion engine, that also
drives a compressor pump that pressurizes the exhaust gas to 125 psi in a storage
tank, generates the carbon monoxide.
Two models are available. The PERC
412 is a trailer-mounted unit with a 13 hp
motor and four reels each with a 50’ hose
and the hand probe. The 412 features turf

California to central Canada and as far
east as Kentucky. Though most of our
market has been with alfalfa growers,
orchard and specialty crop growers have
also purchased units. A school district
purchased a PERC 206 for their athletic
fields and several government entities

are very interested,” Hurlburt says.
Contact: H & M Gopher Control
Allen Hurlburt and Virginia Massey
1979 Co. Rd. 106, Tulelake, CA 96134
Phone (530) 667-5181 • Email: hurlburt@
cot.net For more information,
www.handmgophercontrol.com
e
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tires and is designed to be pulled behind
an ATV. It sells for $6,595 plus S&H.
The PERC 206 is a skid-mounted unit
with a 6.5 hp engine, two reels with
50’ hoses and hand probes. It sells for
$3,695 plus S&H.
“No special use permits are required and
crop stands are not damaged,” Hurlburt
says. “It is simple to use and safe for the
operator as well as wildlife since there’s no
poison bait or explosions involved. No other control method is as effective, efficient
and as inexpensive to operate as ours.”
A PERC system can treat moderately
infested alfalfa fields at about 3. 5 acres
an hour with a single operator, he adds.
Each probed location requires only
about 20 seconds injection time.
“We have shipped units from Southern
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Potato Industry Challenges
By: Jerry Wright, CEO, United Potato Growers of Idaho

T

he challenges facing the potato industry today are leaving many to wonder
if a practical solution even exists
– especially for growers. Serious over capitalization and over capacity in all aspects of
the potato production has led to excess supply,
cutthroat pricing, and a significant overhead
tax in almost every facet of the industry.
Moreover, fundamental changes among
traditional customers and consumers are
challenging the industry’s long-established
practices. Customers nationwide have consolidated and are gaining significant pricing
leverage, ultimately reducing profitability for
growers. Even worse, the real consumer, the
average American, is eating fewer potatoes.
For the industry to be successful, the only
variable that should remain constant is change
itself. With the market, customers and consumers always changing, a new business
model must be devised to identify and solve
the problems within the supply “pipeline.”
GROWERS
First and foremost, it all starts with the grower. Potato yields are up 65 percent over the last
25 years. Since 1987, growers are producing
on 10 percent fewer acres; but on those 10
percent fewer acres, they are actually growing
more potatoes. The net impact is the equivalent of adding 20,000 additional acres. Most
years, 13 million hundredweight of excess
potatoes are grown. In other words, that is 1.3
billion pounds of surplus. What does that ex-
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cess production do? It crushes the market.
PACKING SHED CAPACITY
Additionally, in the past 10 years, a major
shift has occurred. Large growers have become “grower-shippers” illustrating that many
in the industry still believe bigger is better. As
a result, these “Mega Sheds” are contributing
to the 40 percent excess shed capacity within
Idaho. With their focus on absorbing overhead
rather than meeting actual market demand, the
real market – the actual consumer – continues
to be overlooked and even ignored.
Likewise, this excess production capacity represents a massive tax on every bag
that comes out of each shed by flooding
the market and lowering the price for
everyone. In order to sustain that over
capacity, it is estimated that growers and
sheds alike are losing a minimum of $1.00
to $1.25 per bag in profit. The picture does
not change when shifting from fresh to
frozen processors or dehydrators. It is the
same over capitalized picture.
CUSTOMERS
With over 200 sales people in Idaho alone,
and probably more than 400 nationwide,
all are competing for the same accounts.
Because many of the industry’s customers
have undergone significant consolidation in
the past 10 years, today there are probably
no more than 40 major buyers in the fresh
market. This means that there are more
than 400 sales people chasing 40 buyers –
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all trying to sell the 1.3 billion pounds of
excess potatoes produced each year.
CONSUMERS
In the last 20 years, in-home consumption of potatoes has declined 27 percent, a
trend that was happening long before the
introduction of low carb diets and Atkins.
In 1984, some 84 percent of American
households had potatoes and ate them 3.4
times per week. Today, only 74 percent
of households have potatoes and only eat
them 2.4 times per week. Both household
penetration and frequency have declined.
THE SOLUTION
Growers are finally recognizing they must
UNITE and control their future. Recently,
growers nationwide decided to make their
own luck and dictate their own future.
UNITED together, growers decided to
stop overproducing by controlling what
they planted – a major paradigm shift in
North America for potato growers.
In 2005, members of UNITED cut 35 thousand acres of spuds, which was 54 percent
of the USDA reported reduction in fall plantings. In September through November, growers saw the highest returns in 10 years; but it
has not been flawless. The excess capacity
that oversupplies the pipeline, in spite of the
smaller crop, still plagues the industry.
The changes needed cannot stop at reduced plantings.
Additional steps must be initiated to reduce excess capacity in the sheds and in the
sales and marketing organizations, which
is literally costing Idaho growers more than
a hundred million dollars each year. Measures must also be taken to fully consolidate the supply chain, encompassing both
the packing capacity and sales organizations. Without it, no one will gain leverage
with the consolidated customer base.
Finally, the real problem must not be forgotten. Declining consumption by consumers
cannot be ignored. Significant dollars must
be spent to reverse the trend. The industry,
after a 20-year nap, has finally awakened to
realize the consumer has moved on. Like the
cheese, milk and almond industries, the potato industry must spend millions of advertising dollars to reverse this trend and remind
consumers they can again enjoy potatoes.
Simply put, all players in the industry need to
UNITE. Changes are inevitable, only a unified
effort will make everyone profitable.
e
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The
Power
Of
Cooperative
Collaboration
By Randon W. Wilson

A

grower who markets his crops
or products alone has very little
bargaining power. He is at the
mercy of the market, where a processor
could turn away his crop or delay receiving it. A grower is especially vulnerable
if there is a market surplus. Yet an individual grower can do very little to bring
supply in line with demand. On the
other hand, when growers join together
in cooperatives they can achieve market
power even when there is a surplus.
Cooperative collaboration helps growers to realize that there is power in the
crops they grow.
Some years ago we assisted sugar beet
growers in Idaho, Oregon and Washington to join together in a cooperative
to acquire Amalgamated Sugar Company which was then owned by Valhi
Corporation based in Texas. We knew
that Valhi had paid a low price for the
company and that they had been earning
about $10 million in profits per year. We
wondered why they were willing to sell
the company which was so profitable.
After the closing we asked them why
they were willing to sell. Their answer
surprised us and illustrated the “power
of inputs.” The answer was, “We didn’t
know for sure that the growers would always grow enough sugar beets for us to
operate efficiently.”
The new cooperative was organized
in such a way that the members owned
growing rights which give them the
right and the obligation to deliver a certain number of acres of sugar beets to
the cooperative. Thus, the cooperative
would always have inputs and could
thus operate efficiently. Integration of
growers into processing and marketing
leverages inputs into real processing and
marketing power on behalf of growers.
Cooperatives can assist their growers
to realize the power of their inputs in
many other ways.
1. They can obtain market data as to
supply and demand so as to not over
produce the market.
2. They can assist their members not
to grow more than the market will conwww.ritzfamilypublishing.com

sume.
3. They can bargain with processors on
behalf of members.
4. They can assist members to send the
correct amount of product into the market to maintain pricing.
5. They can set quality standards or
otherwise assist in orderly marketing of
high quality products.
6. They can assist in eliminating excess
processing and marketing capacity from
the market.
7. They can engage in further processing, value added or other enterprises to
increase return to growers or to achieve
optimal supply/demand balance.
Through cooperation over the past
two years, the North American potato
industry has moved from being one of
the most fragmented segments of agriculture towards order and profitability for growers. Even so, the threat of
excess production remains. If growers
lose their restraints in planting or if
packers lose their discipline as to when,
what and how much they pack, or if too
many marketers create an atmosphere
of “plenty,” then the progress which
has been made will vanish. There are
mechanisms in place to allow growers

to expand or retract in an orderly way.
There are mechanisms to rationalize excess packing facility and excess marketing desks which represent an ever present threat to undermine cooperation and
the orderly marketing of potatoes.
The potato industry is to be commended. It might have sought federal orders
which would mandate participation by
all growers under a mandatory program.
Much to their credit they have pursued a
voluntary program through cooperation
under the Copper-Volstead Act. Growers are free to cooperate and participate
in programs to promote orderly marketing or they can stand back and rely on
others to fix the problem.
The “Last Man Standing” mentality
of the past generation of potato growers has lead to fragmentation, lost equity, lost farms and a disbursement of
farm facilities. I urge all to join in the
current industry efforts to achieve supply/demand balance and to make potato farming profitable.
e
Randon Wilson is a nationally known cooperative
lawyer with the firm of Jones Waldo Holbrook &
McDonough in Salt Lake City, Utah. He assisted in
the organization of United Potato Growers of America
and its member cooperatives. He has also assisted
in the integration of the sugar beet and sugar cane
industries in the United States and represents cooperatives in several other segments of agriculture.
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High Altitude Virus Tested

Russet Burbank Potato Seed Gen.III
Ranger Russet Potato Seed Gen. II & III
To grow the best, start ﬁrst
with Quality Seed Potatoes.

“Cut Seed Available”

Shop (208) 652-7704
Mobile Phone (208) 351-7779
Home (208) 652-7777

3888 E. 1300 N. • Ashton, ID 83420
Contact: JEFF JENKINS
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Baum Seed Potatoes
A Multigenerational Seed Grower

B

aum Seed Potatoes is a multigenerational seed grower,
located in the Upper Snake
River Valley community of Ashton,
Idaho. In the state that grows far more
acreage of potatoes than any other,
Ashton has become infamous within
Idaho as the seed potato producing
capital of the world.
The community is nestled against
the southern slopes of the Island Park
Caldera. Tens of thousands of years
ago, major volcanic activity in the
nearby regions of Island Park and
Yellowstone Park—so major that
ash has been recorded in as far away
regions as Florida—made the Ashton
soil and its underlying bedrock of
basalt quite accommodating for potatoes. Add that to a high altitude, mild
summers and harsh winters to curtail
the spreading of diseases, and you’ve

got the ideal circumstances for growing good, quality seed.
Going on three generations, Baum
Seed Potatoes has been producing
quality certified seed potatoes for
more than sixty years. It all started in
1947 with dark Baum, who
started with a field of Canadian thistle and wild oats and turned it into a
crop. He passed the torch on to his
son. Rex, about 30 years ago. Rex
has integrated the latest in growing
practices, along with more modem
machinery, into the business. The tradition continues with his son Jared.
Baum Seed Potatoes grows 550 acres
of the highest quality seed of Russet
Burbanks, Norkotahs, and the innovative new variety, RB-70s.
For more information, please
call 208-390-7301 or log on to
www.rexbaumfarms.com
e

Jared Baum holds his newly harvested Russet
Burbank seed. He says up until a few years ago,
russets were the only variety the Baums grew.

Superior Performing Seed Potatoes

S

uperior Performing Seed Potatoes, as sold by Letal Brokers,
emerge quickly with little or no
seed-piece decay, resulting in plants with
strong stems and a uniform tuber set, and
plants that resist premature senescence.
They result in higher yields and greater
profits for you the buyer.
Growers that produce seed potatoes for
Letal Brokers have the knowledge and
ability to produce Superior Performing
Seed Potatoes.
Jim Letal has 35 years of experience
working in the seed potato industry
advising growers on the best growing
practices. He worked in Alberta as the
Provincial Seed Potato Specialist for
25 years and has spent an additional 10
years operating a seed potato tissue culturing laboratory.
Jim knows that in order to produce Superior Performing Seed Potatoes, you
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need to have an excellent seed producing
area that is free from most disease, insect
and nematode pests. In addition, the seed
must meet the following criteria:
Have a chronological and physiological
age suitable for your growing area
Have a suitable nutrient level in the tubers to ensure rapid emergence
Be free from bruising and frost damage
Be graded to a size profile desirable for
your growing area
Be stored in a fashion that enhances
seed quality and prevents premature
sprouting
Our seed growing areas have distinct advantages, such as relative freedom from
disease, long day length during the growing season, physiological and chronological age that works to your advantage,
modern equipment and storages that
maintain high quality and ensure quick
and efficient delivery to your farm.
Northwest

Jim Letal has the knowledge to ensure
that growers produce seed potatoes that
have the superior performance characteristics suitable for your farm and
growing area. Give Jim a call (see ad-

vertisement on this page) and he will
provide you with prices and availability
on high performing seed potatoes that
are specific to your needs.
e
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E-Z TARP - Proven Reliabilty
• Reduces bruising
• Fully automatic, saves time, labor, eliminates
climbing on load
• Tarps for semi-trailers available

Protect Your Crop

E-Z Tarp Company
Alan Tsukamoto • 1000 West, 6 South • Blackfoot, ID 83221

Ofﬁce: 208-684-3734
Cell: 208-680-1746 • Fax: 208-684-3735
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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Spring Begins Today: 5 reasons to condition your soil now
Harvest doesn’t end the season, it starts it;
5 reasons to condition your soils now.
(Louisville) – There’s a saying out
in the country that ‘it’s so quiet you
can hear the corn grow.” This time of
year all you will hear corn doing is settling in the bins. However, if you listen carefully some crisp, calm, autumn
night you might just hear the sound of
spring field work. No, it is not ringing
with tractors and planters, spray rigs
and seeders but buzzing with insects
and bugs earthworms and bacteria. We
refer to the earth as being ‘dormant’ this
time of year, but far from dormant, the
earth is alive and active; repairing, replacing, and rebuilding so that you can
use it again next year to pull in another
crop. Many farmers, if they condition
their soils at all, either mechanically or
chemically do not do so till the spring,
but now, before you park the tractor in
the barn for another season is the time to
capitalize on the prep work that nature is
already doing. A better understanding of
the science of soil is showing that some
of these products do offer some benefit.
Joe Dedman, Certified Crop Advisor
with Monty’s Plant Food Company in
Louisville, offered these thoughts on
why using products like Monty’s Liquid
Carbon is so critical for the fall.
Before you can begin with any calculation of the value of conditioning you
have to know where you are starting
and establish a baseline. For that reason
Dedmon says, “Soil Testing is critical.”
He recommends fall as the best time for
this as well because you will know what
your needs are ahead of the spring and
can plan for them financially. Further,
the fall is when you may actually have
time to soil test adequately and properly. Too many times we approach spring
with the intention of testing but it is too
rainy to get into the fields, then when
the sunshine does break we are in such a
hurry to get things planted on time that it
slips off the calendar. Additionally, right
now temperatures and moisture levels
are moderating which will tend to give
the most accurate readings for soil pH
and nutrient levels. Finally, by knowing your input needs and plans now you
have time to shop around for your inputs
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so that you can maximize any cost saving that may be waiting. Even if you
don’t apply any fertility till the spring by
buying it now you can reap huge dividends for your bottom line.
Time - Soil Conditioners especially
conditioners which contain humic substances like Monty’s Liquid Carbon provide numerous benefits like improving
tilth, reducing compaction and hardpan,
improving drainage, improving nutrient exchange and availability but all of
these processes take some time to work.
By applying it now you will gain at least
4-5 months over applications made 2
weeks prior to planting.
Time pt. 2 - One of the most valuable
resources you have is your time. By
conditioning now, following harvest,
when you generally have more time you
can free your production calendar of one
more chore this spring. Additionally,
Spring weather is unpredictable at best
and you can find yourself late into April
still hoping to get the fields dry enough
to plant, much less to make an extra pass
through the field with conditioner.
Water Management - One of the main
benefits of humic technology is the ability to assist you in better utilization of
water. By applying in the fall, you allow the soil to hold any moisture that
falls during the course of the winter,
while also opening up the soil profile to
provide for better drainage. Imagine a
spring where you are not held out of the
field by poor draining soils or find yourself planting into dust hoping for a rain
shower to get the crop up. Soils conditioned with a humic-based conditioner
offer you the opportunity to improve
drainage while holding moisture in the
seed zone. This can allow for earlier entry into the field without fear of compaction problems or worries about seed rot
prior to germination.
Residue Management - No-Till agriculture is no longer the exception;
it is the rule. Leaving last year’s crop
residue does provide for some undeniable advantages, however, you can still
maximize even those results by utilizing
humics in your conditioning practices.
Northwest

When you apply a product like Monty’s
Liquid Carbon you are not only working
to build the soil, but you are activating
the microbes, earthworms, arthropods,
and small mammals that call the upper
seven inches of top-soil ‘home.’ As
these elements of the soil ‘community’
are energized, they begin feeding and
breaking down the residue more efficiently making the resulting organic
matter available sooner and releasing
more nutrients into the soil profile ahead
of spring planting.
Improved Soil Condition –Improved
tilth maximizes aerobic activity, improves water percolation, and movement of nutrients. Improvement of pH
levels for optimum seed development
and early plant growth should have a
positive impact on additional root establishment and photosynthesis. Humics
have also shown the ability to reduce
compaction, break up hard pan, and
improve friability of soils all of which
can make your tractor move through the
field much more easily thereby reducing
time and fuel operating costs.
The key to these changes is doing
them before the microbes, earthworms,
and microorganisms move deeper into
warmer soil, die or become inactive in
winter’s cooler soils. By conditioning
your soils now, which can be as easy
as applying Monty’s Liquid Carbon at
64oz. per acre diluted in 15 gallons of
water directly to the soil, you are potentially buying yourself an extra week to
two weeks this spring. As we all know,
time, especially in modern agriculture,
is money. And that is the bottom line;
by conditioning your soils, by better
preparing your seed beds, and by allowing them to better utilize your inputs and
nature’s resources you are maximizing
your chances for an optimized bottom
line.
“Shhh, if your quiet enough, out here
in the country this time of year you can
hear your bank account growing.”
www.montysplantfood.com or call
1-800-978-6342 for more information of fall fertility or soil conditioning practices.
e
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An Update on the
Oregon Potato Commission

T

he Oregon Potato Commission
has a variety of benefits to offer the potato industry. Much of
what we have been involved with this
past year revolves around establishing
relationships with nearby states and potato industry leaders in those states. We
have also been involved with promoting
our frozen, dehydrated, and fresh potato
products to individuals from different
countries around the world, and furthering the pursuit of ongoing research.
Promotion of our locally grown potatoes
has also occurred in the form of educational events and participation in public
affairs. We have much optimism for the
coming year and we anticipate increased
potato exports from our region; especially the export of chipping potatoes.
In order to foster the relationships we
have established with researchers and
growers as well as the Washington State
Potato Commission (WSPC), and the
Idaho Potato Commission (IPC), a non
profit company known as the Potato Variety Management Institute (PVMI) was
formed. PVMI is a non profit company
with membership of the Oregon Potato
Commission (OPC), Idaho Potato Commission (IPC) and the Washington State
Potato Commission (WSPC). Each
commission has an agreement with their
state University to receive the first right
to license new potato varieties. The
commissions have an agreement with
PVMI to sub-license those varieties to
growers. In 1996 Plant Variety Protec-
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tion (PVP) on potatoes became available, which allows exclusive release
and fees to be charged for licenses and
royalties. For many years each of the
state potato commissions have allocated
funds for potato variety development.
Over 20 years ago, in these three states,
potato variety development programs
started working together in a program
called Tri-State Potato Breeding.
Tri-State is one of the premiere potato
breeding programs in the world. Each
state and program brings unique situations and personnel to the table for the
overall program. Tri-State participants
are Oregon State University (OSU), University of Idaho (UI), Washington State
University (WSU), Agricultural Research
Service (ARS), IPC, WSPC and OPC.
Earlier this year, the Oregon Potato
Commission (OPC) along with the
Washington State Potato Commission
(WSPC), and the Idaho Potato Commission (IPC) hosted a group of individuals
from Central America. These individuals represented opportunities available
in this portion of the world to export frozen potato products. Members of this
group toured the Port of Seattle upon arrival and before departing the U.S., had
meetings near Moses Lake and Pasco,
and visited growing and packing facilities around the state.
Education and promotional events
have occurred this year as well. One
such event involved a series of grower
appreciation days put on at McDonalds
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restaurants around the state. At these
events, growers would greet the press
and talk about how they sell their potatoes directly to this restaurant. Additionally, the OPC held a cooking
contest at the Oregon State Fair where
members of the public had the opportunity to enter dishes made from Oregon
potatoes. One of our commissioners
demonstrated cooking methods using
fresh potatoes and dehydrated potato
products at this event. Prizes were also
distributed along with recipes to interested individuals. The event turned out
to be a success and many people were
introduced to new and innovative potato
preparation methods.
The Oregon Potato Commission is
working along with other potato growing states to promote a specialty crop
industry priority document which will
be submitted to the Oregon legislatures.
This document has been produced by a
coalition of specialty crop people that
represent over 42% of all farm gate crop
value in the U.S.
It is hoped that by producing this document, members of the legislature will
support economic growth for potatoes
in Oregon.
The economy around the Pacific Northwest is growing due to increased exports
at our ports. We are proud to be part of
this growth and continue to foster relationships with our neighboring states,
the international community, our state
universities, and the public.
e
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Stukenholtz Laboratory Inc.
Celebrating 37 Years of Agricultural Testing

I

n 1970, there were no commercial soil and plant testing laboratories in Idaho. Farmers applied fertilizers based upon educated
guesswork. Dr. Dale Stukenholtz and
his wife Joyce saw an opportunity to
build a business and started a soil and
plant testing laboratory and field consulting service based in Twin Falls,
Idaho. Dr. Stukenholtz had an unusually diverse background as an educator at the University of Nebraska, an
agronomist in the fertilizer industry,
and a farmer, and he saw a need for
more modern fertilizer recommendations to produce greater yields at less
cost. His clients were the growers, so
he could make unbiased recommendations that maximized economic
return to the farmer. After extensive
field research, he developed these
improved fertilizer recommendations that quickly became popular
with growers and form the basis for
nearly all fertilizer applications in the
intermountain west area. Stukenholtz
Laboratory clients include growers
from all neighboring states and several foreign countries including Australia, Canada, Egypt, Russia, Mexico
and New Zealand.
Stukenholtz Laboratory provides 1
to 2 day service, including picking
up and delivery time, across Southern
Idaho from St. Anthony and Grace to
Parma and Homedale. Results can be
delivered, mailed, faxed, or pulled
from the Laboratory’s webpage: www.
stukenholz.com. To improve their service, Joyce and Dale Stukenholtz expanded the laboratory 11 years ago,
installed the latest in computerized
instrumentation and quality control,
and made it the most modern and well
equipped agricultural laboratory in
their market area.
Critical to the success of Idaho’s
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

most efficient laboratory and largest field consulting firm has been its
personnel. Dr. Stukenholtz has had a
PhD in Soil Fertility and Plant Nutrition since 1964 and his son and
Laboratory Manager Paul has nearly
completed his own. Consulting agronomists include J.P. Kruckeberg of
American Falls, a 29 year veteran of
field consulting and the most successful single agronomist in the state, and
Bart Kunz. The Laboratory and office
staff are equally good.
Stukenholtz Laboratory continues
with research and improvement. In
conjunction with the Idaho Crop Production Association and University of
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Idaho CFEP research project, Stukenholtz Laboratory has helped to ensure that fertilizer recommendations
in Idaho are the most cost efficient
possible and produce the maximum
economic yield while protecting the
environment. Stukenholtz Laboratory personnel have conducted field
research on over 40 different products
and continue to be the experts at “cutting edge” agricultural technology.
As we end our first 37 years of business and begin our next, we would
like to thank our current and former
employees for their dedicated work
and our customers and clients for
their years of support.
e
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Get Grounded On the
Basics For Soil That Is
Ready To Produce

Knowing a few ‘Ground Rules’ will assist you all season long
(Louisville)– What your farm looks
like above ground will ultimately be
determined by what lies beneath. Regardless of the varieties you plant, or
the amount you water, you will never
have maximized yields unless you look
to the condition of your soils. “You can
do twenty things right, but if you get
your soils wrong it will minimize even
your best plans.” says soil remediation specialist, Dennis Stephens. The
number one ingredient missing on most
farmland is oxygen. “While traditional
field practices may help, the gains can
be quickly reversed by the first heavy
rain.”
The goal according to Stephens is to
achieve ideal soil condition: 45% mineral, 25% water, 25% air, 5% organic
matter. After years of experimentation
Stephens is unveiling a product that will
make the process easy. Marketed under
the trade name “Monty’s Liquid Carbon,” this organic soil conditioner can
be easily applied using traditional spray
booms or can be tank-mixed with preseason weed applications or incorporated with seed starter, if you are using
uncoated seeds. The conditioner is applied at 64 ounces per acre in 15 gallons
of water directly to the soil surface.
This new product, an Organic Materials Review Institute (OMRI) certified
liquid, works with the company’s proprietary humic technology to encourage
beneficial bacteria and soil-borne microbes. Additionally, applied to the soil,
it works to break up bonds between key
nutrients, increase pore space and allow
the roots to spread out. As the compacted, hard-pan, layer is broken up water
can move through the soil profile more
readily. There are other soil condition34 • Western Farm, Ranch and Dairy

ers in the marketplace but none utilize
so pure a humic. Many are in the form
of an acid which can affect pH levels;
Liquid Carbon’s unique structure leaves
the humic able to form bonds with other
elements in the soil which helps to free
additional nutrients for the plant to utilize. The combination makes it easy for
the roots to gather more oxygen, food,
and water.
A Few Ground Rules for Healthy Soil
Stephens offered these few rules to follow when you head out to your lawn,
garden or flower bed this spring:
1. Check For Compaction. Try to dig
a small patch of earth tiling spade or
shovel. If the tool does not penetrate
the ground easily, the soil is compacted.
Compaction is usually caused by the retention of salt (common if you regularly
use granular fertilizers), which strips the
soil of beneficial, essential nutrients and
by an imbalance between calcium and
magnesium. Healthy soil should resemble box pancake mix, loose with a few
small clumps that break apart easily.
2. Three Must-Have Tests. 1)Get a soil
test. They are inexpensive, available
from your county extension service, and
the only way to know for sure what you
need and don’t need. They also will
help you track your progress. 2) Do an
“Earthworm Test.” Dig some dirt, if your
scoop of earth is devoid of earthworms,
you have problems. Earthworms are the
‘canaries’ of the soil, they will be among
the first things to die when the environment beneath ground level is in trouble.
3) Do a ‘Clump Test.’ Pull a small plant.
If the roots come up easily, your soil’s
in trouble. Healthy soil allows roots to
penetrate down deep into the ground and
hold on tightly. Shallow roots indicate
Northwest

that you are suffering from ‘hard pan’
and will spell trouble during a drought.
3. Think Long-Term; Think Sustainability. Many farmers are now reaping the consequences of years of synthetic chemical use. Use products like
Monty’s Liquid Carbon until poor soil
is restored. Once optimum levels are
reached, depending on other practices
and chemical usage, you will only need
to reapply every 2-3 years in the spring
or fall. To maintain top fertility, Monty’s
also offers a line of foliar applied fertilizers for sustainable farming practices.
4. Maintain Balance. There is a lot going on beneath the soil surface, most of
it unseen. Not only are the types and
kinds of nutrients important but also
how they interact with each other. Too
much magnesium in relation to calcium,
hello compaction; let potassium outpace
your calcium and you are open to a host
of diseases; When phosphorous is out of
sync with potassium you will see more
broadleaf weeds. By working to restore
balance, not just volume, you can protect the delicate cycle going on beneath
your lawn or garden.
You will eventually have to condition
and aerate your soil. The question is
according to Stephens, “Do you want
to do it with multiple trips with a ripper
or with one pass in a spray rig?“ This
season spray your way to better soil using technology, not tools, and remember
these few ground rules for your best
crops yet.
For a detailed analysis of your soil, call
your local Agricultural Extension agent.
If you are looking for tips, advice and
products to help you maintain healthy
soil, visit www.montysplantfood.com
or call 800-978-6342.
e
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Washington seed
potato farmers

T

he weather has been kind to
seed potato farmers in Washington State this season. With
seven growers tilling over 2,400 acres,
Washington seed potato farmers believe
they are supplying seed of the highest
quality from this year’s crop.
Nearly sixty varieties of seed potatoes
are grown in Washington, including
Red Lasoda, Chieftan, Russet Burbank,
Ranger Russet, California White, Umatilla, Satina, and Yukon Gold. A majority of each crop is committed to buyers
at harvest, and the inventory is entirely
cleared out each year. Growers are
committed to meeting their customer’s
needs and welcome cooperative efforts
to explore and grow new varieties.
Whatcom County, located in the extreme northwest corner of the geographic US, is the state’s most concentrated seed potato growing area.
Whatcom County is in a narrow strip of
fertile soils between Puget Sound and

the Cascade Mountain Range. With this
geographic location, Whatcom County
growers are isolated from large commercial potato operations. There is also
seed production just west of Spokane.
Whatcom County is legislatively
protected to be a prime certified seed
potato growing area. General commercial potatoes may not be grown in plots
larger than an acre. That protection has
helped win Whatcom seed a good reputation over many decades. Major customers for WA seed potatoes are in Skagit County located immediately to the
south, the Columbia Basin of eastern
Washington, Idaho, and the Bakersfield
area of California.
2006 marks the 50th Anniversary
of the Washington State Seed Potato
Commission (WSSPC). The WSSPC
was established in 1956 to “establish
orderly, fair, sound, efficient, and unhampered marketing and standardizing
of seed potatoes, and to promote and

Seed Potatoes

increase the sale of seed potatoes”.
The WSSPC helps growers address
mutual challenges and works with researchers and government agencies to
make sure that Washington seed potato
growers remain on the “cutting edge”
of new technology, growing practices,
and quality control.
Like most agricultural industries, much
has changed in 50 years. What has not
changed is the commitment of Washington seed growers to supply quality seed to their customers. Washington
seed potato growers take pride in their
field standards and grading and testing
requirements that insure that their seed
meets the demands of commercial potato growers throughout the world.
Those interested in knowing more
about the WSSPC and the Washington seed potato industry can access
the website at http://www.waseedpotato.com/ or call 360-354-4670 for a
current crop directory.
e

For more information please contact: Darcy Olson

Edmonton Potato Growers Ltd.

Northern Vigor is attributed to long days, cool nights,
high altitude and northern latitude, creating high specific gravity.
Generation 1-4 depending on variety.

12220 – 170 St., Edmonton, AB T5V 1L7
0H    s &AX   
E-mail: darcyo@epg.ab.ca
4OLL &REE    

Whites/Russets: Norkotah, Russet Burbank, Shepody, Amisk/Ranger, Calwhite
Reds: Dark Red Norland, Sangre, Red LaSoda, Chieftain, NorDonna
Chippers: Atlantic, Snowden, Chipeta,Glacier Chip
Yellow: Yukon Gold, Alpha, Bintje, Banana, Satina
s -ANY %XOTIC 6ARIETIES
s  %XPERIENCED 'ROWERS 3TRICT #ANADIAN 2EGULATIONS
s (IGH 1UALITY !LBERTA 3EED )S 3TARTED )N /UR /WN ,ABS !ND 'REENHOUSES
s .ORTHERN 'ROWN .ORTHERN 6IGOR 3EED 0OTATOES
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Northwest Lowline Association…
Off to a Great Start
by Shelley Dodd, Northwest Lowline Association

T

he Northwest Lowline Association, now nearing the
end of its first year in existence, is off to a great start.
On October 5, 2007 we held our Lowline Classic
Show at the Central WA State Fair in Yakima, WA. 48 Percentage and Fullblood Lowlines were entered almost doubling the
turnout from the previous year’s Lowline Classic.
The Classic is a Natural show. This means that cattle are
clipped and bathed but no adhesives are used. This, we hope,
will make showing less intimidating and more enticing for
those who’ve never showed before.
It was a fun show with participation from 8 different exhibitors including those who’ve never showed before as well as
more experienced exhibitors. There were also a lot of spectators who came out to see Lowlines and talk to exhibitors.
This year a Showmanship division with 4 age groups was added for youth from Pee-Wees to 19 year olds. Lowlines are ideal
for families and the younger set as their size and temperament
makes them easy to handle. It was a fun time for all and it was
also very educational as the judge really took his time explaining what he looks for in Youth Showmanship classes.
Future plans include a Fitting and Showing clinic for Spring of
2008 and a Northwest Lowline Youth Association…stay tuned
for details. Please see our website www.NWLowline.com for
a complete list of members, information about Lowlines and
upcoming events.
NW LOWLINE CLASSIC YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP RESULTS:
Pee Wee exhibition class for 6 years and under:
Hailee Boekel
Jalyn Dodd
Austyn Boekel
Caleb Snow
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DIVISION I Exhibitors 7-9 years
Ist--Melissa Snow
2nd--Jacob Kasinger
DIVISION II Exhibitors 10-12 years
No entries
DIVISION III Exhibitors 13-15 years
Ist--Celina Goben
2nd--Ian Goben
3rd--Emily Snow
4th--Beca Dodd
DIVISION IV Exhibitors16-19 years
Ist--Esther Harry
NW LOWLINE CLASSIC SHOW RESULTS:

Grand Champion Fullblood Heifer
Lazy G Sadie - Glenn & Nancy Chapman, Lazy G Lowlines
Reserve Champion Fullblood Heifer
Lazy G Sophie Grand Champion Fullblood Bull
Lazy G Beau - Glenn & Nancy Chapman, Lazy G Lowlines
Reserve Champion Fullblood Bull
Bonanza's Toby - David & Donna Whitehead, Bonanza LLC
Grand Champion Percentage Heifer
Sabrina - Jacqui Dodd, Double D Lowlines
Reserve Champion Percentage Heifer
Bri Leith's Topaz - Celina Goben, Bri Leith Farm
Grand Champion Percentage Bull
JDD Tuxedo – Jacqui Dodd, Double D Lowlines
Reserve Champion Percentage Bull
Bri Leith Sir Tank - Dean & Mary Goben, Bri Leith Farm
e
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J & B LOWLINES
Why Lowlines?

I

f I had a dollar for every time I’ve
been asked this question, I could
take myself out to lunch every day
for a decade. The question usually comes
from commercial ranchers or longtime
cattle raisers. These are people who
know that their money is made at the
scale. Small cattle weigh less; therefore,
they have to be worth less. I’m here to
say that it ain’t necessarily so.
Americans tend to like things big; we super size our drinks and fries at the burger
drive-through. We like our big cars,
we love big houses, we love to shop at
warehouse stores and bring things home
in quantities that require pallets. It naturally follows that we’ve taken our cattle
industry in the same direction. Bigger
cows make bigger cuts of beef; bigger
cows translate to more money based on
weight. Again; why Lowlines? How can
these small cows possibly be preferable
to the ‘big guys’? A little history might
help answer the question.
Cattle weren’t always as big as they are
today. Lowlines are actually a better representation of how Angus (and most other
breeds) started out. A typical Lowline is
about 1/3 smaller than a standard Angus.
Lowlines are not dwarfs; they are the result of a lengthily Australian breeding experiment. They were specifically selected
for size and temperament. The end result
of that Australian experiment is what we
see today in Lowline herds in this country. Along the way during the experiment,
it was found that the smaller cows were
equally efficient at protein conversion and
produced a carcass with less waste and
more high quality meat.
So, we have small, easy to handle, easy
keeping cattle. They still weigh less,
right? They’re still worth less at slaughter time, right? Yes to the first question, not necessarily to the second. The
American consumer is changing. Not
everyone wants (or needs) a 40 oz. t-bone
steak. Many people want to know where
their food comes from, and what that
food has been fed or treated with. Many,
many people are wiling to pay a bit more
to have these conditions satisfied. This is
where Lowlines start to shine.
Lowlines are perfect for grass-fed operations. For those who prefer grasswww.ritzfamilypublishing.com

fed beef, they will finish nicely on an
exclusive grass diet. For those who
like a slightly different flavor, the addition of an extremely small quantity of
unprocessed (not pelleted) grain will fit
the bill. Because Lowlines are smaller,
and because they are efficient feeders,
we have found it possible to graze 3
Lowlines on the same area that will only
support 1 standard size cow.
Perhaps this all sounds as though Lowlines are only appropriate for the small-

time hobby farmer or someone looking
for a pet. Make no mistake; Lowlines are
perfect for small acreage, as well as for
hobby farmers and those who just want a
walking lawnmower they can eventually
eat, and you can’t beat them for personality. But I also believe they have a place
in larger operations. Using Lowline bulls
on commercial heifers can help reduce
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losses. Yes, the calves are smaller, but the
losses are smaller as well. Is increased
calf weight worth the cost of replacement
heifers? I think, perhaps, it is not. Would
you like a breed that does extremely well
on marginal forage and was developed in
a country prone to drought? Perhaps you
would. Can a short (42 inch) Lowline bull
manage to breed the ‘big girls’? He certainly can. This year we have living proof
on the ground; gorgeous little black baldies
from our Lowline bull and the full sized
Hereford and Angus/Simmental cows.
I don’t believe for a minute that Lowlines and other small breeds are going
to replace the large commercial cattle
that we have today. But I do believe
that Lowlines have a place in today’s
market. There will always be a segment
of the consumer population that wants
‘more’ for their money; more peace of
mind concerning where their food comes
from, more quality for their consumer
dollar, a more health-conscious sized
cut of beef. This is a steadily growing
segment, and Lowlines are ready to satisfy these consumer needs.
For more detail on the Lowline breed,
please visit the American Lowline Registry website at www.usa-lowline.org.
You will also find a complete list of registered Lowline breeders in the member’s directory on this site.
e
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Mt. Ayr Vet Clinic & Vet Products
Vet’s Product Fosters Togetherness In Cattle
“Calf Claim” helps new cattle mothers and their calves get off to a
compatible relationship. “Calf Claim”, a granular product, encourages even the most apathetic cows to respond appropriately to their
newborns. It is smeared or sprinkled on the calf during the tough
bovine debut when there’s extra stress usually involving a young,
first-time mother who can’t get the calving job done on her own. In
livestock, sometimes you have a problem with the mother claiming
the young, and some will even attack them. Heifers are the worst.
It’s a mess if a heifer doesn’t claim her calf. If the calf doesn’t nurse,
it can’t absorb the antibodies it would get from the colostrum.
When the “Calf Claim” is sprinkled on the back of the newborn livestock, it makes even the most reticent mothers receptive to their young. The mother smells the licorice-laced product
and dries off the baby as she licks it. This contact stimulates the
baby’s respiration and heartbeat. The calf stands up and the cow
lets it nurse.
“Calf Claim” has been used on foals and lambs, but is most
successful with beef and dairy calves born under stress to first
time mothers. When used routinely on calves that need pulled, it
helps the cow or heifer to start licking. The product works best if
the dam and baby are penned in a small area, about 10x15 feet,
and sprinkle some “Calf Claim” then rub into its hair. It also
helps to dampen the calf’s back to make it stick. “Calf Claim”
is bottled in five-ounce plastic containers and distributed for sale
by veterinarians and veterinary suppliers across the Unites States
and Canada. It sells for around $12 a bottle and is good for up to
10-12 calf situations. Demand is heaviest in the spring, although
it has found favor with Western-fall calving herds.
This spring, there’s even more of an incentive than usual to do
everything possible to save newborns. Each fresh, young bovine
face emerging on the scene represents a pretty valuable addition.
The market for young calves is hot, and perhaps has never been
hotter. It’s a good time to take precaution and care. So having something that prevents calf abandonment is essential. “Calf
Claim” is an answer to an old problem. Order “Calf Claim” today
from your veterinary distributor. You may phone (641) 464-2202
or Fax: (641) 464-2254 for more information.

History
Through the years, we at the Mt. Ayr Veterinary Clinic have
manufactured and distributed a flavored powdered product “Calf
Claim”™. “Calf Claim” is a bonding agent that is sprinkled on
and rubbed into the hair of a newborn calf. The aromatic scent
from the product attracts and entices the cow to lick and clean
the calf stimulating bonding. It is highly successful in cattle and
horses and somewhat successful in sheep and swine.
We are very proud of the article written about “Calf Claim” and
the many letters received from people telling of their use of the
product. However, nobody has ever asked about its history. “Calf
Claim” is a formulation of a product worked up by Joe Graham,
D.V.M. of Milo, Iowa. Dr. Graham has been practicing veterinary medicine since the 1940’s and compounded his product one
dose at a time, as there was a need for it.
After a tour of duty with the U.S. Army, I joined my classmate. Dr. Max Mekus in a general veterinary practice in Mt.
Ayr, Iowa. Shortly after starting practice. Dr. Mekus introduced
me to the mixture that his Uncle Dr. Graham had compounded
and I was impressed with all the success that local cattlemen
were having using the product. Many were repeat customers
stopping by the clinic asking for one or more doses of our calf
claimer, as they called it.
Out of necessity, we formulated a new process of compounding
to batch produce the calf claimer to meet the demand. At this
time, it became a permanent part of our O.B. grips. After a successful delivery of a newborn the question of “What are you doing Doc?” soon changed to “Did you put Calf Claimer on Doc?”
In 1978, we trademarked the name “Calf Claim” and started to
market our product thru some of the smaller veterinary product
distributors that called upon us. The rest is history, and we now
have distribution in the United States and Canada. About the only
advertising of the product has been its success. “Calf Claim” has
actually sold itself. In, 2003, our formulation was changed a little. We have removed the animal by products as the carrier and
changed to a vegetable carrier. This change was prompted because of the fear of mad cow disease. John L. Peters, D.V.M. e

Rio Hondo Livestock & Farrier Supply

R

io Hondo is family owned and managed by Richard
and Lynn Brook. Rio Hondo is Spanish for the “deep
creek” running through the Brooks’ ranch situated in the
Snake River Valley of southern Idaho, 4.5 miles west of Buhl,
along Scenic Highway 30.
The Brooks have been in the ranching and farrier business for
35 years, having complete knowledge and expertise pertaining
to the horse shoeing industry including distinctive brand name
tools and supplies. They also include their son and daughter, Rick
and Suryia in the daily operation of the business emphasizing
friendly service and customer satisfaction.
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The Brooks’ thorough knowledge and experience in cattle ranching
has prompted them to offer consumers Hi-Hog, “The Outstanding
Brand” in farm and ranch livestock handling equipment. Rio
Hondo will be the only provider of Hi-Hog equipment in Idaho.
An “onsite” equipment display offers consumers a “no obligation”
demonstration with the opportunity to check out the high quality
and ease of handling this exclusive equipment offers.
Rio Hondo would like to take this opportunity to thank
all of our customers for their support and patronage. We
appreciate your business, and look forward to supplying
your needs in the future.
e
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Morning Star Enterprises

M

orningstar Enterprises was formed in October 1999.
With the idea of supplying the Dairy and farming
industries with affordable, practical and applicable
equipment to help in their day to day operations.
We started building are first side dump trailer in the winter
of 2000. It was a design that has been around for many years.
With the needs of the farmer ever growing and the size of most
farming operations expanding, we seen the need to design and
build a larger and more capable side dump trailer. A design that
would hold not only a wider range of commodities but would
also hold more weight.
In the winter of 2007, we built our first TubStar side dump
trailer. It has a larger cubic yard displacement than any
competitor and is capable of lifting 3 times the weight of the
older style trailer.
The TubStar is built especially for the Dairy and Farming
Industries. It features an oversized Tub design that allows the
farmer to move more commodities, quickly and efficiently! It
is built on a triple I-beam chassis that can withstand any load
that the customer may want to haul. Depending on the model,
all chassis's are balanced on either a two or three fixed axle
design. All TubStars come with super single 445 tires. More
than capable of handling the weight. They feature two single

stage, double acting hydraulic cylinders that are actuated to
dump and also to retract. All welded construction, all hinge
points are greaseable. They come with either a ring eye hitch or
a double tongue hitch assembly, jack stand, all hydraulic hoses
and connects. When you purchase the TubStar it is ready to go
to work for you!
Most all customers that have purchased and integrated the Side
Dump trailer into their day to day operations, have wondered
how they got along without one. These trailers save time and
money by allowing the customer to move more product to and
from around their farms.
Another great feature to the TubStar is it's ease of windrowing
the product when it dumps. The commodity can be disposed
of at a stand still or on the run. How's that for all you who
compost your commodities!!

The TubStar is amazingly stable and will never tip over, even
with the heaviest of loads. They come with a wide range of
color choices. Built to last for years around the farm.
The TubStar comes in four sizes, 28 ft., 24 ft., 20 ft., 16ft., We
are also currently designing a more suitable size for the nursery
and tree growers. A design that will fit into most hothouses,
nursery buildings and orchards.
Morningstar Enterprises also manufactures a hydraulic water
pump. These pumps make pumping water from any source
efficient and easy. No more dragging your gas driven, primeable
water pumps through the mud and puddles to remove standing
water. Simply back your tractor to the water source, plug in the
hydraulic hose leads to your tractors hydraulic system, drop
the water pump into the standing water, lay out the discharge
hose and turn on the tractor. There is no priming of the pump
needed! No more chasing your gas driven pump with fuel, oil or
wondering if the pump lost it's prime. These pumps can be ran
dry with no harm. Most all tractors can be ran at an idle when
powering the pump. There is no need to idle up the tractor to
operate the MStar hydraulic water pump. It's as simple as that.
Call Mark or any of our distributors for additional information
about our products. Have a great 2008!!
Dealer or distributor inquires are welcome.
e
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Don’t just buy a product, buy a result………
QuickHit!

F

ootwarts have become a significant problem for dairymen. Left
untreated they leave the cow in
pain, unable to walk with a normal gait.
This will result in improper eating, lower
production, problems in breeding and economic loss.
QuickHit is designed and formulated to
help gain prompt control over footwarts.
It contains no antibiotics, and is safe to use
in the parlor. QuickHit is to be used as a
direct topical spray or drench, and can also
be used in a wrap for more severe cases. It
is easy to use, no mixing is involved.
QuickHit is based upon an exclusive low
pH technology. A low pH base product is
combined with copper, zinc and surfactant
to produce a highly effective solution. Rapid results are achieved with the low pH of
the product plus the benefits of the copper
and zinc as well as the increased exposure
time with the aid of the surfactant. Field
results by producers have shown the product to be as effective as antibiotics without
the risks associated with antibiotics.
QuickHit is not for every cow; it is to be
used only on those animals with apparent
locomotion problems.
Identify the animals with a footwart
and clean the affected area as necessary.
Spray or drench the affected area to the
point of run-off.
Do this two milkings per day, morning
and evening milkings. You should notice
significant improvement in the animal's
gait within 24 hours. For severe cases, a
lesion that is quarter sized or larger, wrapping may be necessary for the most rapid
control. Simply soak a cotton ball or gauze
pad with QuickHit, apply to the affected
area and wrap. Remove the wrap after
three days and inspect. In most cases the
footwart will be well on the way to being
resolved.
QuickHit is allowed for use on Organic
Farms. All inert ingredients in this product
are contained on U.S.EPA’s List 4 of inert
ingredients. Accordingly, this product is
ALLOWED FOR USE on Organic Dairy
Farms. For Certificate of Ingredients contact SSI Corporation.
QuickHit is available in 1.0 gallon and
2.5 gallon containers. Made in USA.
SSI Corporation, 210 S.Cedar St., P.
O. Box 9, Julesburg, CO 80737 Tel:
800-654-3668, www.ssihoofcare.com e
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Oxy Blast Plus

O

xy Blast Plus, produced by
Essential Water Solutions,
Inc. of Story City, IA, is
an economical water treatment and
health enhancing alternative for dairy
cows. Oxy Blast Plus is a base of 50
percent hydrogen peroxide with a

proprietary blend of over 30 herbal
antibiotics and over 70 trace minerals
that work synergistically to potentize
the hydrogen peroxide.
As a water treatment, Oxy Blast Plus
does two things: 1) It rids the water
of the common contaminants such as

sulfur (causing a rotten egg smell),
manganese (the black stuff) and iron
slime. It also helps to precipitate out
the iron so the iron can be effectively
removed with an optional sediment
filter producing better quality water.
Better quality water means that cows

WESCOR

MAS-D-TEC® DAIRY MASTITIS DETECTION

M

AS-D-TEC by Wescor offers a new development
in electronic technology: Early Mastitis Detection. It meets the requirements of a modern
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dairy operation and provides the manager with a simple,
convenient and instantaneous means of detecting subclinical
mastitis. It eliminates the guesswork and time-consuming
fuss associated with old-fashioned chemical tests for mastitis
detection.
MAS-D-TEC measures electrical conductivity in a small
sample of milk. Research has shown that conductivity increases markedly with the onset of mastitis infection. MASD-TEC uses sophisticated technology to detect increases in
conductivity long before other clinical symptoms and signs
are evident.
With an average dairy of 120-150 cows losing up to $37,500
to mastitis every year, it is no wonder there has been so much
talk among dairymen about mastitis. It is estimated that at
least 40% of all cows are infected with mastitis. Most dairy
farmers deal with the obvious clinical cases and usually
overlook the less obvious, but far more costly, subclinical
mastitis. Those dairymen who are best informed as to herd
health will be those who, through the application of good
management factors, will ultimately have the “cleanest”
herd. In the past, detecting subclinical mastitis was difficult. MAS-D-TEC makes it easy to detect and provides
critical feedback.
Laboratory analysis of somatic cell count in milk can indicate the presence of mastitis infection. However, since
such analyses are performed away from the dairy and are not
specific to the individual quarter, the results do not provide
a means for mastitis detection as effective as MAS-D-TEC.
Frequent herd monitoring with MAS-D-TEC will enable
prompt action, providing effective, economical control of
mastitis in your dairy herd.
For more information phone 1-800-453-2725 or visit
our website at www.wescor.com/biomedical
e
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will drink more water which in turns
encourages more dry matter intake,
which usually encourages higher milk
production. 2) It cleans up the water
lines, spray nozzles and stock tanks.
As a health enhancing alternative, producers tell us they see more
milk production, lower somatic cell
counts, less incidences of mastitis,
better conception rates while lowering vet bills. Oxy Blast Plus may also
be used as an effective and economical teat dip, a topical application use
for hairy wart, and the use as a natural
dewormer. Oxy Blast Plus can dissipate chlorine out of municipal or rural water supplies and is approved for
organic dairy farming use. Oxy Blast
Plus is injected directly into the water
system by a peristaltic squeeze pump
that administers Oxy Blast Plus into
the water supply. The proper level of
Oxy Blast Plus to be used depends
on the ORP (oxidation reduction potential) level of the water which is
directly influenced by the pH of the
water.
The perfect companion for the Oxy
Blast Plus to reduce pH is also available. It is called Perfect Companion
7. Combination ORP/pH meters are
available to measure ORP levels so
you can get the most effective use
out of the Oxy Blast Plus as possible
when lowering the pH to 7.0.
Oxy Blast Plus is very economical to use. Depending on the size of
container, the volume you purchase
and the maintenance level you run
it at, it could cost only 2 – 4 cents
per cow per day. Dairy producers
have seen this investment pay back
as much as twenty dollars to every
one dollar invested! Oxy Blast Plus
is represented by distributors and
dealers from all over the U.S. The
system comes with a buy back guarantee on the pump within a period of
four months. Contact Essential Water Solutions, Inc. today so that you
can start your animals drinking the
best quality water possible.
e
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AZTEX GRAVEL & CONSTRUCTION

“WE WORK ON THE LEVEL”
DAIRY SITES & PONDS
• EXCAVATING & GRADING

• SEWAGE PONDS

• SITE PREPARATION

• EARTH REMOVEL/COMPACTION

• SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT • GRAVEL DELIVERED OR U HAUL
• DUMP & BELLY DUMP

Northwest

• CONSTRUCTION BUILDING SITES

208-678-2930 • 208-678-1222
Cell: 208-300-0388
597 S. 50 E. • Burley, ID
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marketplace
equipment

Cushman
Drilling
208-785-1588
208-681-5616

equine

bovine

MAS ASS ACRES

American Mammoth Jack

Patti & Sam Kyle

(360) 797-7117

'ARDINER 7! s PATIWGN OLYPENCOM
Down-Hole Television Inspection
Perforation Cleaning - Sonar-Jet

www.masassacres.com
Remade In The Shade “Rits”
-IRAGE X -ISS %VENING 3HADE

agriculture
Metal Clad
Buildings of Oregon
Locally Owned • Since 1964
Licensed & Bonded #22820

BALE WAGONS
WANTED: New Holland Bale Wagons.
Self Propelled and Pull Types.
All models considered.
Roeder Implement • P.O. Box 228
Seneca, KS 66538 • 785-336-6103
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POLE BARNS
INDOOR ARENAS • RV COVERS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS • FARM
RANCH • AGRICUTURAL • CUSTOM
HOMES • STEEL BUILDINGS
Don’t just compare price...
compare QUALITY!

PO Box 1142
La Pine, Oregon 97739

Brad Foote: (541) 536-1131
Cell: (541) 420-1103
Fax: (541) 536-9011
mcboo@u.c.i.net

Northwest

Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Company
of Idaho
•
•
•
•

Farm and Ranch
Crop Insurance
Livestock Coverage
Workers’ Comp

We have 48 ofﬁces across
the State.
Check our website for the
agent and ofﬁce nearest you.

www.idfbins.com

www.ritzfamilypublishing.com

agriculture

Mountain
Home KOA

“We salute Idaho’s
farmers & ranchers!”

208-587-5111
220 E. 10th North
Mountain Home, ID 83647

• Custom in-plant slaughtering available
• Complete Hog, Beef, and Wild Game Processing

Mt. Angel Meat Co.
Located in Mt. Angel, OR

(503) 845-6112

USDA Inspected Facility
Open: 7 am - 5 pm Mon-Fri • 7 am-noon Sat.

“Serving Idaho Since 1939”
Caldwell
Boise
Fairﬁeld
Gooding

459-6363
343-5474
764-2205
934-4935

Twin Falls
734-2631
Jerome
324-2317
Buhl
543-4252
Glenns Ferry 366-2468

Premium Fuels & Lubricants for
Your Farm, Home or Business
• 23 Beers on Tap
• 6 Beautiful Bartenders
• 1 Ugly Owner

6928 W. State • Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-0526
www.ritzfamilypublishing.com
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The leader in Hay-handling
The Oregon
Road Runner

New
Des Hood
ig
Imp n for
rove
Visa
d
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y!

The most efficient, heavy-duty
hay-handling system available.
PLUS we have a good inventory
of Used Fork Lifts with
NEW Squeeze Attachments.
"7ÊÞÕÀÊV ViÊvÊi}iÃ\
Cummins ISC 8.3 or
Cummins ISL 9.0

Sunny “D” Manufacturing, Inc.
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